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– Achieving visuomotor coordination and high precision movement with
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Abstract—In recent years, the interdisciplinary research be-
tween information science and neuroscience has been a hotspot.
Many biologically inspired visual and motor computational
models have been proposed for visual recognition tasks and
visuomotor coordination tasks.
In this paper, based on recent biological findings, we proposed
a new model to mimic visual information processing, motor
planning and control in central and peripheral nervous systems
of human. Main steps of the model are as follows:
1) Simulating "where" pathway in human: the Selective Search
method is applied to simulate the function of human dorsal
visual pathway to localize object candidates;
2) Simulating "what" pathway in human: a Convolutional
Deep Belief Network is applied to simulate the hierarchical
structure and function of human ventral visual pathway for
object recognition;
3) Simulating motor planning process in human: habitual mo-
tion planning process in human is simulated, and motor
commands are generated from the combination of control
signals from past experiences;
4) Simulating precise movement control in human: calibrated
control signals, which mimic the adjustment for movement
from cerebellum in human, are generated and updated from
calibration of movement errors in past experiences, and sent
to the movement model to achieve high precision.
The proposed framework mimics structures and functions of
human recognition, visuomotor coordination and precise motor
control. Experiments on object localization, recognition and
movement control demonstrate that the new proposed model
can not only accomplish visuomotor coordination tasks, but
also achieve high precision movement with learning ability.
Meanwhile, the results also prove the validity of the introduced
mechanisms. Furthermore, the proposed model could be gener-
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alized and applied to other systems, such as mechanical and
electrical systems in robotics, to achieve fast response, high-
precision movement with learning ability.
Index Terms—biologically inspired, motion planning, move-
ment calibration, learning ability, high precision.
I. INTRODUCTION
ROBOTICS research has made a lot of progress in recentyears. Many different types of robots have been designed
and developed, especially those with biologically inspired or
human-like mechanisms and functions. For example, ECCE
robot (Embodied Cognition in a Compliantly Engineered
Robot) mimics the structures of human, which include bones,
joints, muscles and tendons [1]. ICub robot is designed to
mimic a 3 year old child, and has 53 degrees of freedom
(DOF) in total [2]. With such complex structure of human-
like robot, related biologically inspired computational models
have also been developed, which mainly focused on vision,
motor, and visuomotor coordination aspects.
In visual recognition tasks, many computational models
have been proposed, which include Neocognitron model [3],
saliency based visual attention model [4], [5], HMAX model
[6]–[12], deep learning neural networks [8], [13]–[18], and etc.
Among these models, HMAX model mimics ventral stream
(from primary visual cortex to inferior temporal cortex) of
visual cortex in primates, which has a feed-forward hierar-
chical structure. With alternation between convolution and
max-pooling process, HMAX model could generate a set of
position- and scale-invariant features for later recognition.
Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have also been widely
applied for visual recognition. Due to its multi-layer structure
and large training data sets, DNN exhibits good performance
in various visual tasks. In motion tasks, different biologically
inspired models have been proposed based on findings in
motor system of insects [19], primates [20], [21] and human
[22], [23]. Most models mimic one specific function or gait
of the organism, such as climbing [19], walking [20], [24],
running [21] and etc. But the used mechanisms in these
models are quite different from those in organisms. Moreover,
it might limit the compatibility of the model to be applied
in other tasks. Thus, inner structure of the motor system
(such as spindle, muscle, spinal cord and etc.) should be
considered for a more bionic model to mimic movements of
2the animals. Recently, some progress has been made in this
direction, such as human upper extremity model with proper
muscle configuration [25]. In visuomotor coordination tasks,
which are mostly visually-guided reaching or grasping tasks,
biologically inspired models are proposed for the learning
process, motor-primed visual attention, movement control with
visual feedback signals and etc [26]–[29].
In this paper, based on recent biological findings, we pro-
pose a new model for object localization, recognition, motion
planning, and movement calibration task, which mimics the
mechanisms and functions in human central and peripheral
systems. Here, grasping a badminton with four steps is taken as
an example to evaluate the performance of the proposed model.
The framework of the model mainly includes two processes.
1) Vision process: Mimicking two visual pathways in hu-
man, object localization and recognition are processed in two
distinct ways.
In object localization, selective search method is applied
and a classifier is trained to select proper bounding boxes for
all object candidates. In object recognition, an unsupervised
DNN model is applied to extract key features of the object,
which can be shown by visualization of connection weights in
the network. A classifier is then trained for object recognition
from these extracted key features.
2) Motion process: In this process, motion planning and
movement calibration are carried out in sequence.
Mimicking human habitual planning theory, control signals
in motion planning are not directly calculated via inverse dy-
namics, but estimated by linear combination of control signals
from past experiences. Movement calibration, which mimics
the main function of cerebellum in human, is achieved by
learning from past movement errors and calculating corrected
signals for the new movement target with high precision.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, related biological evidence is reviewed and discussed. In
section III, the framework and detailed description of the new
model are presented. In section IV, the performance of the
model is evaluated on badminton-grasping task, and the results
are analyzed. In section V, conclusions are drawn and possible
future research directions are discussed.
II. BIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
Since the proposed framework aims at mimicking infor-
mation processing in human, related biological evidences
are reviewed in this section, which mainly focus on visual
processing, motion planning and precise movement control.
A. Two distinct visual pathways in human brain
In primate visual system, two types of information ("what"
and "where") is processed in two distinct but interactive
pathways: ventral and dorsal pathway [30]. In anatomy, the
ventral pathway consists of V 1, V 2, V 4, PIT (posterior infero
temporal) and AIT (anterior infero temporal) area in the brain.
Visual information enters the ventral pathway from primary
visual cortex and transfer along the rest areas in sequence.
The main function of ventral pathway is highly associated with
object recognition [31], [32]. Meanwhile, the dorsal pathway
also starts from primary visual cortex, but continues in V2,
V3, MT (middle temporal), MST (medial superior temporal),
LIP (lateral intraparietal sulcus) and VIP (ventral intrapari-
etal sulcus) area. The dorsal pathway is involved in spatial
awareness and guidance of actions [33]. In function, ventral
stream provides abstract representations of the environment,
stores related information for later references, and helps to
plan actions "off-line". While dorsal stream responds in real
time, which could guide the programming of related actions at
the instant. In summary, two pathways of visual information
processing is designed for perception and action, respectively
[34], [35].
B. Motion planning in human motor cortex
In primates, primary motor cortex (M1) plays an important
role in movement planning [36], [37]. Several experiments on
M1 in monkeys have proved that when monkeys make an arm
movement to reach for a target, the neurons in M1 are tuned
to the direction of movement [38], [39]. In the process, each
neuron showed maximal firing activity when the movement
direction is its preferred one. Thus, a population vector could
be constructed from firing activities of many neurons in M1
to predict the hand movement direction. It provides evidence
for population coding strategy in the movement system.
C. Precise control of movement in human
In neurobiology, the main function of cerebellum is to en-
sure coordination and precision of the movement. Most related
findings are from examination of patients without cerebellum
in clinic. These patients are able to make movements, but
the movement is acted in an unstable, uncoordinated way.
Thus, the basic function of cerebellum has been exhibited
as calibrating the detailed form of a movement [40]–[42].
Besides it basic function on precise control of a movement,
cerebellum also contribute a lot to several types of motor
learning, especially when it is necessary to make elegant
adjustments to how an action should perform [43], [44].
III. MODEL STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHMS
Based on the above mentioned biological evidences, the
framework of the proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
model consists of four steps: localization of object candidates,
object recognition, motion planning and movement calibration.
The first two parts on vision process are simulated in Matlab,
while the last two parts on motion process are implemented in
OpenSim platform, which include models of musculoskeletal
structures and simulation of dynamics during movements. In
this section, function and detailed description of each block
are presented.
A. Block1: Visual perception – "where" and "what"
As reviewed in Section II, two distinct visual pathways
contribute to different functions in human brain. Simulating
properties of each pathway, the model for visual perception is
also divided into two parts and described below.
3Fig. 1. The Framework of the proposed model. In the left column, activation of related brain areas are shown for the task. In the middle column, corresponding
flow chart is shown. On the right side, detailed modules in the model are presented.
1) Block1-1: "Where" – localization of object candidate:
In Block 1, mimicking the function of dorsal pathway in
human visual cortex, the positions of objects are achieved in
two steps: bottom-up saliency extraction of object candidates,
top-down segmentation of the region of interest. Based on
biological findings, it is proposed that the activation of dorsal
pathway is faster than that of ventral pathway [45], [46], which
guarantees a fast response for movement without recognition.
Bottom-up excitation comes from the stimulus. In other
words, visual features (such as the color or shape of the
object) at each location in the visual field could evoke strong
responses of the neurons, and the integration of these features
is formed for the possible locations of objects [47]. Top-down
modulation comes from higher hierarchical visual layer (such
as ventral intraparietal areas), which suppresses the activity of
neuron populations for non-attended attributes [48].
Firstly, the selective search method is used for unsuper-
vised extraction of object candidates [49]. This method could
generate a series of object proposals by integrating a variety
of color space, texture and size features in a bottom-up
hierarchical grouping of image segments, which corresponds
to the hierarchical various feature encoding ability of visual
cortex [47].
Secondly, although the selective search method can reduce
the number of object candidates sharply than sliding window
method, the number is still large. Here, a classifier is trained
to further select the region of interests (RoIs). Positive training
set comprises RoIs that have intersection union (IoU) overlap
with a ground-truth general object bounding box of at least
0.8, and the negative training set is sampled from the RoIs
that have a maximum IoU with ground truth in the interval
[0, 0.5]. Raw RGB pixels are taken as features. Finally, after a
non-maximum suppression of the RoIs with high scores, the
method outputs a few bounding boxes of object candidates,
which guarantees a fast general object location and speeds up
the computation for object recognition.
2) Block 1-2: "What" – object recognition: In Block 2,
the function of the ventral pathway in visual cortex for
object recognition is mimicked. The visual cortex in human
is composed of many structurally and functionally different
layers with many cortical-cortical connections, which form a
hierarchical complex network [50]. Moreover, object recogni-
tion is achieved in an unsupervised way, which suggests that
temporal contiguity of object during natural visual experience
4can instruct the learning of the object features automatically
[51], [52].
A Convolutional Deep Belief Network (CDBN) organizes
in a hierarchical structure is applied for unsupervised feature
learning of object, as shown in Fig. 2. The CDBN model
includes a visible layer (V) and two convolutional restricted
Boltzmann machines (CRBM) successively. As illustrated in
[18], the visualizations of the convolutional weights of the
first and second CDBN correspond to edge detectors and key
components, respectively. Biological findings also indicate that
the V1 of visual cortex can discriminate small changes in
visual orientations, and IT layer of visual cortex is tuned to
components of object.
For details, one CRBM model consists of visible layer (V),
hidden layer (H) and pooling layer (P). V is the input of pre-
processed image, and H and P both have K groups of feature
maps Hk(k = 1, 2, · · · ,K) and Pk(k = 1, 2, · · · ,K). The
hidden layer H is connected with visible layer V in a local
and weight sharing way. The structure of one CRBM model
with the kth channel is given in Fig. 2.
To simplify, we suppose the input image is square. The
widths of the V, the convolutional filter W and H are nv,
nw, and nh, respectively. By setting the convolutional step as
1, nh equals to nv − nw + 1. The width of P is np = nh/c,
and c is the width of a pooling block. Thus pkα is obtained by
pooling from a specific c × c block, denoted by α. vi,j is a
unit in V, and hki,j is a unit in the kth feature map of H, i and
j corresponds to the row and column number in one feature
map, respectively.
In all the experiments, the parameters of CRBMs are
selected as K = 10 and c = 2, and the width of W is
varied to verify whether different local features will affect the
recognition performance.
Mathematically, the CRBM is a special type of energy based
models [53]. When dealing with real inputs and binary hidden
feature maps, the energy of each possible state (v, h), where
v ∈ Rnv×nv and h ∈ Bnh×nh×K (B = {0, 1}), is defined as:
E(v, h) = −
K∑
k=1
nh∑
i,j=1
hki,j(W˜
k ∗ v)i,j −
K∑
k=1
bk
nh∑
i,j=1
hki,j
−a
nv∑
i,j=1
vi,j +
1
2
nv∑
i,j=1
v2i,j , (1)
where hki,j satisfies the constraint∑
(i,j)∈Bα
hki,j ≤ 1, ∀k, α.
Here, W˜k denoting the 180-degree rotation of the convolu-
tional weights Wk, * denotes the convolution operation, bk is
the shared basis of all units in Hk(k = 1, 2, · · · ,K), and a is
the shared basis of visible layer units. The constraint condition
will be used in the inference procedure of the CRBM.
Here, the two CRBMs are trained with Contrastive Diver-
gence (CD) and approximate maximum-likelihood learning
algorithm [54] in sequence. More details can be found in [18].
After the training of the CDBN, the mean values over the
K feature maps of the P2 layer belong to the second CRBM
are computed as (2). The new feature map is named as MP2
because of the mean operation.
MP2i,j =
1
K
K∑
k=1
P2
(k)
i,j (2)
The MP2 layer is taken as an efficient feature of input
image, and used to train a classifier to achieve object classifica-
tion. In the test process, each test sample will get a probability
score that tells its chance to be badminton.
Fig. 2. The network model for object recognition is illustrated. (a)
Structure of the Deep Neural Network model is shown, which consists of
a Convolutional Deep Belief Network (CDBN) and a mean-out pooling layer.
The CDBN consists of two convolutional restricted Boltzmann machines
(CRBM). The blue lines stand for the convolution, the red lines represent
the probabilistic max-pooling, and the green lines represent the mean-out
operation.(b) Structure of one CRBM with probabilistic max-pooling is shown.
For simplicity, only the kth channels of layer H and P are shown. Best view
in electronic format.
B. Block 2: Planning of corresponding movement
In Block 3, mimicking motion planning process in human,
the habitual planning theory is applied in the model. In
biology, two hypotheses on human movement planning are
proposed: optimal control theory [55] and habitual planning
theory [56]. Optimal control can minimize costs with respect
to the effort, but it is rarely observed in human movement
system. The habitual planning theory is proposed based on the
fact that human tends to use past experience for the control
of muscle contraction for the new movement. It could save
computation from avoiding inverse kinematics calculation, and
achieve rapid response.
Meanwhile, based on the study on primary motor cortex
of monkeys, it is proposed that firing activities of a group
of neurons can predict the movement direction of the arm
[38]. Hence, in order for the hand to access a new target, the
excitation signals of the muscles in the upper extremity can be
calculated based on those for previous training samples [25]. In
this paper, previous training samples are defined as templates.
Hence, the excitation signals of muscles for the movement of
the new target should be calculated as:
ut(t) =
N∑
i=1
wiui(t), (3)
5where ut(t) is the excitation signals of muscles for the position
of the target, ui(t) is the excitation signals of muscles for past
movement for position pi, wi is the weight representing the
contribution from each template to the target. In convenience,
the motion planning is expressed in terms of the excitation
signals of the corresponding muscles.
In our previous work [25], it is proved that the movement
of the arm is continuous within a small area, which implies
that two similar excitation signals of muscles lead to nearby
positions. Hence, the weight wi in equation 3 could be used
to express the position of the target in terms of positions of
the templates as follows:
pt =
N∑
i=1
wipi, (4)
where pt ∈ R3 is the position of the target, pi ∈ R3 is the
position of the template, N stands for number of templates
used for estimation of target, wi is approximately calculated
as:
wi ≈
1
dti∑N
j=1
1
dtj
, (5)
where dti and dtj stand for the L2 norm of the vector pt−pi
and pt − pj , respectively. The L2 norm is defined as dti =
||pt − pi||2.
Fig. 3. Motion planning of human upper extremity model. On the left side
shows two coordinate systems in the model, which is centered with shoulder
and the other with the eyes. On the right side illustrate the excitation signal
of one muscle in the model during the movement.
C. Block 3: Precise movement control
As previously mentioned in Section II, the main function
of the cerebellum in human is to achieve movement with
precision.
Two types of calibration (off-line and online) are required
in the cerebellum for the movement with high precision. Since
the motor cortex in the brain sends out abstract signals to the
cerebellum for coarse movement, learning in the cerebellum
is required to ensure the precision for different movements.
Experiments on humans have shown that motor learning
with cerebellum requires trial-and-error practice. When the
behavior becomes adapted as learned, it is performed auto-
matically [57]. Hence, the "trial-and-error practice" is the off-
line calibration, while the "automatically-adapted behavior" is
known as the online calibration. Moreover, the transition from
off-line to online is based on the learning process, which
establishes and updates the online calibration based on past
experience of off-line calibration.
In neuroscience, specific neural circuits provide biological
basis for the off-line and online calibration. The output pro-
jections of the cerebellum are mainly (a) on the premotor
and motor area of the brain, and (b) on the brain stem to
control spinal cord for the movement. Off-line calibration
is then proposed to take place in (a), which is the "brain-
cerebellum-brain" circuit [58], [59]; while online calibration
is considered as the function of projection (b), which is the
"brain-cerebellum-spinal cord" circuit [60], [61]. The detailed
description of off-line and online calibration is shown below.
1) Off-line calibration: error correction for each movement:
According to Block 3 of this section, motor commands are
generated as the combination of weighted motor signals of the
used templates. Since the motion model is a highly non-linear
and coupled system, which is described in details in Block 5,
the combination of the excitation signals of muscles cannot
achieve the precise target position [25]. Hence, the error of
the movement should be corrected to achieve movement with
high precision.
Since the new motor learning with cerebellum in human
requires trial-and-error practice, which fits the off-line cali-
bration regime, the error e ∈ R3 of the movement should be
corrected based on the target position pt and actual position
pa of the movement.
It is proposed that the movement direction of human hand
can be predicted by the firing activities of groups of neurons in
motor cortex [38]. The contribution of each individual neuron
to the movement is represented as a vector along its preferred
direction. Thus, the sum of these vectors can predict the
movement direction of the hand, which is known as population
vector coding [62], [63].
According to the above mentioned biological mechanisms,
the error of the movement could be considered as improper
contributions of individual neurons. Thus, the movement could
be calibrated by adjusting the contributions of the used tem-
plates in the model. Based on the idea of population vector
coding, off-line calibration is to decompose the error of the
movement into the weights of the excitation signals of used
templates. The correction of the weights on each template ∆wi
is designed as
∆woffi = ki · cos(θi), (6)
where θi represents the angle between error vector e and the
vector ri = pi − pa, ki is the coefficient for each template
and can be expressed as
ki =
de
da
·
[
1 + n ·
(
dt − di
di
)]
, (7)
where de denotes L2 norm of error e, da and dt represents L2
norm of actual position pa and target position respectively, di
represents the norm of the template pi, n is a coefficient that
is selected within [0, 20] to minimize de.
The corrected weight for each template is defined as wi′:
woffi = wi +∆w
off
i , and the new excitation signal for each
6muscle is then defined as ut′(t): ut′(t) =
∑N
i=1 w
off
i ·ui(t),
where ui(t) is the excitation signal of the muscle for template
i.
Fig. 4. Illustration of the off-line calibration of the model. The error of
the movement e could be decomposed into the contribution of each template.
Details can be found in the context.
Algorithm 1: Off-line calibration of movement errors
Input : Target position pt ∈ R3, actual position of the
movement pa ∈ R3, positions of the templates
pi ∈ R
3 and corresponding weights wi
(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N)
Output: Off-line calibrated weights wioff
1: Define vector ri = pi − pa and angle θi between e and
ri
2: for n = 1, 2, 3, ...,M do
3: Calculate the coefficient kni with Eq. (7)
4: Estimate calibrated value of weights ∆wni with Eq. (6)
5: Apply forward dynamics with modified weights win =
wi +∆w
n
i and calculate movement error en
6: end for
7: Select the minimal en and the corresponding weights win
as the off-line calibration weights wioff
2) Online calibration: automatic correction for the new
movement: After the trial-and-error practice, the cerebellum
could generate online adjusted signals to the spinal cord
to achieve movement with high precision. This implies that
cerebellum could learn the general relationship between the
position of the target, motor commands and past experiences
on error correction. Mimicking this learning ability of the cere-
bellum, a general online calibration model for the automatic
correction for the new movement is proposed based on the
results of past off-line calibration, which is expressed as
∆woni = gi(pt, w
off
1 ,p
off
1
, ..., woffN ,p
off
N ), (8)
where pt ∈ R3 stands for the position of the target, poff1 ,
p
off
2
,...,p
off
N ∈ R
3 represent the positions of the movement
after off-line calibration, woff1 , w
off
2 ,...,w
off
N represent the
weight for each template after off-line calibration, gi is the
linear regression model, which is built to estimate the on-
line adjusted weights from target position, positions of the
templates, and weights of the templates. Thus, the corrected
weight of each template could be achieved via equation (8) to
ensure the new movement with high precision. Furthermore,
the online calibration model g is updated with the increasing
number of movements.
Algorithm 2: Updating online calibration model
Input : Target position pt ∈ R3, positions of movements
with off-line calibration poffi ∈ R3, and
corresponding weights woffi (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N)
Output: Updated model of online calibration g′
1: Estimate adjusted weights ∆woni for online calibration
with Eq. (8)
2: Apply forward dynamics with calibrated weights wion =
wi +∆w
on
i and calculate movement error eon
3: Calibrate movement error eon with off-line calibration and
get modified weights ∆woffi
4: Apply forward dynamics with weights w′i =
wi
on+∆woffi and get the actual position p
′
a of
the movement
5: Include the modified weights w′i and position p
′
a to update
the online calibration model to g′
D. Block 4: Movement model of the upper extremity
The simplified model of the upper extremity has two joints
and six muscles. The muscles embedded in the model are: long
and short head of the biceps (BIClong, BICshort), brachialis
(BRA), and three head of the triceps (TRIlat, TRImed, TRI-
long) [64]. These are amongst the most important muscles in-
volved in performing the movement of arm, and the two joints
are the elbow and the shoulder [65]. Thus, the movement of
the arm could be modeled in three parts: activation dynamics,
musculotendon contraction dynamics and the motion of the
upper limb [66], [67].
Activation dynamics is the process to simulate muscle-fiber
calcium concentration, which is modulated by firing activities
of motor units. It is modeled as:
a˙ (t) =
{
(u (t)− a (t))
[
u(t)
τact
+ 1−u(t)
τdeact
]
, u (t) ≥ a (t)
(u (t)− a (t))/τdeact, u (t) < a (t)
(9)
where u(t) is the excitation signal of the muscle in general,
a(t) is the activation of the muscle, a˙ (t) is the change rate
of the activation of the muscle, τact and τdeact are the time
constants for activation and deactivation, respectively.
Musculotendon contraction dynamics is the process to cal-
culate the muscle forces and it is expressed as:
Fm = F0 (f1f2a (t) + f3) (10)
where Fm ∈ R3 represents the muscle force, F0 ∈ R3 is the
initial muscle force, f1,f2 and f3 are sub-functions, which are
7f1 = e[
−40(l−0.95)4+(l−0.95)2]
f2 = 1.6− 1.6e
[
−1.1
(−v+1)4
+ 0.1
(−v+1)2
]
f3 = 1.3arctan
[
0.1
(
(l − 0.22)10
)]
l = lm
l0
and v = vm2.5
(11)
where vm ∈ R3 is the velocity of muscle contraction, lm is
the length of muscle fiber, l0 is the initial length of muscle
fiber.
Motion of the model in response to the applied muscle
forces is modeled as:
..
q = A−1 (q) {R (q)Fm +G (q)} (12)
where q ∈ R3 is the generalized coordinates of the model, and
..
q ∈ R3 is the accelerations. A−1 is the inverse of system mass
matrix, G ∈ R3 is other environment forces, R is a matrix of
muscle moment arms.
To evaluate the motion in response to the neural excitation
signals, the joint angles and the position of the hand can be
calculated by integrating the equations above. In this paper,
OpenSim is applied as the platform for the implementation of
the model [68].
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the biologically inspired model and algorithm pro-
posed above, the task of detecting and grasping a badminton
is taken as an example, which consists of four corresponding
modules: localization of object candidates, object recognition,
motion planning and movement calibration. The model is
evaluated on CASIA-RTA-VM data set (established in our
lab). In this section, the results of each module are presented
and discussed.
A. Localization of candidates of a badminton
The localization of candidates of a badminton is evaluated
on CASIA-RTA-VM data set. The image in this database
contains a badminton and a cup. Some samples of the database
are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Illustration of images used in the experiments.
Firstly, selective search method is applied to 80 images to
extract the positions of candidates of badminton. The size of
each image is 600 × 400 pixels. In average, 130 bounding
boxes are extracted via selective search method from each
image. In total, 10560 bounding boxes are selected for later
processing. Since selective search combines the exhaustive
search method and segmentation method [49], this algorithm
is faster than exhaustive search by reducing the number of
locations on the foundation of capturing all scales within
the image. Meanwhile, selective search uses a diverse set of
grouping strategies to make itself robust and independent of
object-class.
Secondly, a classifier is trained to find the proper RoIs of
the object with the LibSVM toolbox [69]. Based on the results
from last step, bounding boxes from 40 images are selected
for training, while those from the other 40 images are chosen
for testing. Ground truth is defined here as the properest
bounding box that contains each candidate of the object in
each image. In training data set, there are 224 positive samples
and 4707 negative samples chosen according to the selection
principles mentioned in Section III. In testing data set, 232
positive samples and 4702 negative samples are selected. The
experiments on classifiers with different kernels are conducted
and the results are shown in Table I. Although only pixel
features are used, classifier with linear kernel could achieve
comparative results with Radial Basis Function kernel. The
linear kernel is finally selected for later usage.
TABLE I
TEST RESULTS OF CLASSIFIER WITH DIFFERENT KERNELS.
Kernel function Precision Recall
Gaussian kernel 93.06% 86.64%
Radial Basis Function kernel 100% 93.53%
Polynomial kernel 97.74% 93.10%
Linear kernel 100% 93.53%
Thirdly, based on the classifier score of each selected RoI
in previous step, a non-maximum suppression is applied. In
other words, if the overlapping region between two bounding
boxes is larger than 30%, the one with a higher score are
selected [70]. Then 80% is chosen as the threshold, which
is the minimal percentage of the overlapped region between
the selected RoI and ground truth. If the overlapped region is
larger than the threshold, it is considered as a positive sample.
The results are shown in Table II. The flow chart of localization
of candidates is shown in Fig. 6.
TABLE II
THE RECALL AND PRECISION OF OUR MODEL ON LOCALIZATION.
Precision Recall
SS+classifier 100% 94.94%
B. Recognition of a badminton
The CDBN model for unsupervised feature learning of
the badminton is trained with the images within the selected
bounding boxes from last step. Positive samples are chosen as
the badminton, while the negative samples are chosen as the
cup. In total, 80 images of badminton and 80 images of cups
are used. The image size is resized to 200× 200 pixels, and
50, 000 patches with size 21×21 are randomly sampled in the
preprocessing training set for the learning of the first CRBM
of CDBN. Then 50, 000 patches with scale 25× 25×K1 are
randomly sampled in the H(1) layer of the positive training set
for the learning of the second CRBM. Thus, the CDBN model
is trained and its visualization results are discussed below.
Firstly, the visualization results of the learned weights are
illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be observed from the result that W1
corresponds to the edges with different orientation preference,
8Fig. 6. The framework of localization of object candidates. The examples of
input image examples are shown on the bottom, and the image with red box
is used for illustration of further processing steps. The number of the samples
for each step is shown on the right side of the figure.
which is similar to Gabor filters of V 1 layer of primate visual
cortex [71]. The weight W2 corresponds to the special texture
of the badminton, which indicates that the CDBN model learns
more complex features step by step.
Fig. 7. Visualization of the learned weights of the CDBN. The size of W(1)
is 8@8×8, and the corresponding size of W(2) in V layer is 8@23×23.
Secondly, visualization of the feature maps of each layer in
CDBN is shown in Fig. 8. Since the pose of the badminton
in each input image is not the same, the activation of feature
maps is tuned to the specific textures of the badminton, which
can be seen in H(1) and P(1).
The new model is also compared with other methods on
object recognition, such as SIFT [72] or HOG [73] based
models. Different from these hand-crafted features, CDBN
model is an unsupervised feature learning model, which can
learn discriminative features automatically. Comparing with
HMAX model [9], which is also unsupervised, "filter tem-
plates" of the HMAX model limits its learning ability. The
comparison experiment between CDBN and HMAX model is
carried out. In HMAX model, 10 ’filter templates’ with scale
4 are selected, which are similar as nw = 8 in CDBN model
for different pooling scales. The results are given in Table III.
C. Motion planning for grasping a badminton
As described in Section III. C, motion planning is achieved
based on past experience. The method is proposed in 3D
space. Here, the movement in 2D space is applied to evaluate
Fig. 8. Visualization results of feature maps in CDBN. Input image examples
are shown in V , and the image with red box is used for visualization of higher
feature maps. The sizes of the feature maps are shown on the right side of
the figure.
TABLE III
THE RECALL AND PRECISION OF CDBN MODEL AND THE HMAX MODEL.
Precision Recall
CDBN 98.8% 100%
HMAX 97.5% 100%
its validity. The excitation signal of one muscle is computed
as Eq. (4), which is shown in Fig. 9. Here, the number of
templates to evaluate the excitation signal of one muscle is
chosen as N = 4.
Fig. 9. Motion planning of the target. The excitation signal of one muscle is
taken as an example to calculate as the weighted sum of those of the templates.
The actual position of the movement is achieved with all the excitation signals
of muscles, which is not exactly the same as the position of the target.
With the calculated excitation signals of all the muscles, the
movement of human upper extremity is achieved with forward
dynamics of Eq. (9)-(12) in OpenSim. Since the excitation
signal of each muscle is not directly calculated from inverse
9kinematics, this method saves computation and leads to faster
response. Meanwhile, with this approximate estimation of the
excitation signals of the muscles, the actual position of the
movement is not exactly the same as the position of the target,
especially when the number of templates is small. The errors
of the movement are shown in Table IV.
D. Precise control of grasping
As described in Section III. D, off-line calibration is
achieved via "trail-and-error practice", which is carried out
after the movement; while online calibration is based on past
results of off-line calibration, which is achieved before the
movement.
1) Off-line calibration: Based on the actual position of
the movement in last step, the error of the movement is
decomposed into weights of the excitation signals of the
templates. The adjusted weights are calculated from Eq. (6)-(7)
and then the calibrated excitation signals are derived. Forward
dynamics of the excitation signals are calculated and examples
of the calibrated positions of the movements are shown in Fig.
10.
Fig. 10. Examples of off-line calibration. 5 examples are shown in the figure,
which correspond to Table V. For the same target, the error of calibrated
movement is smaller.
The examples of calibrated weights and positions are given
in Table V. The mean error based on 25 samples of the
movement is smaller after the calibration, which illustrates the
effectiveness of off-line calibration.
2) Online calibration and learning: Based on the results
of off-line calibration, online calibration is achieved with Eq.
(8). The adjusted weights and positions are shown in Table
VI. Examples of the calibrated positions of the movements are
shown in Fig. 11. The mean error based on 25 samples of the
movement is smaller after online calibration, and it is similar
with that of off-line calibration, which proves the validity of
the online calibration model.
Furthermore, the online calibration model is updated based
on the results of past off-line and online calibration. Results
of the updating of the online calibration is shown in Fig. 12.
Each experiment is composed of 25 movement tasks. In the
first experiment, the online calibration model is built based
on the results of past off-line calibration. After the online-
calibrated movement, the error still exists and it is calibrated
with off-line calibration method. With these calibrated weights
Fig. 11. Examples of online calibration. 5 examples are shown in the figure,
which correspond to Table VI.
w
′
i of 25 movements, the online calibration model is updated
with Eq. (8). From Fig. 12, it is clear that the movement error
decreases with increasing number of experiments.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new visuomotor coordination model based
on related mechanisms in human visual processing, motor
planning and precise control is proposed. The model exhibits
its abilities on visuomotor coordination, off-line and online
calibration of the movement, which can accomplish motion
tasks in a precise way with learning ability.
The proposed model has four main functions: localization
of object candidates, object recognition, motion planning and
movement calibration. The localization of object candidates
and object recognition are achieved with two distinct meth-
ods, which simulate two visual pathways in human. Motion
planning applies human habitual movement planning theory,
while movement calibration mimics the function of cerebellum
in human. This visuomotor-integrated model could achieve
fast perception and response, off-line and online adjustment
of movement, and learning ability of precise motor control.
Especially, the learning ability plays a crucial role in the
updating of online calibration.
Furthermore, the proposed model provides a general frame-
work of visuomotor coordination and precise control for
complex systems, which could be extended and applied to
robotic system to verify its validity and performance. In our
lab, a neuro-robot, which mimics human movement system
with muscle-tendon structure, is designed and built up. In the
future, the proposed model will be implemented to this system
to test its efficiency.
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